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Sound is often used to characterize the mechanical properties of heterogeneous materials. At very low frequencies it is relatively clear how to replace the composite medium by an effective (homogeneous) medium associated with a phase velocity which is some sort of average of the component phase velocities of the composite and an attenuation, if any, which is the sum of the attenuations of the various phases of the composite. At higher frequencies this prescription no longer applies since the observed attenuation and phase velocity vary with frequency (due to scattering) even when the component attenuations and phase velocities are independent of this parameter and the effective attenuation is usually not equal to the sum of the attenuations of the component materials.
The description of this (higher frequency) dispersive response is not evident. Nevertheless, Urick and Anent [I] were able to derive an exceedingly simple formula which relates the complex wavenumber of the effective medium (assumed to occupy a slab of arbitrary thickness) to the number of scatterers per unit volume within the slab, the wavenumbers in the scatterers and in the host medium, and to the far-field response of the individual scatterers (assumed to radiate as if they were struck individually by the probe radiation only) in the forward-and back-scattered directions corresponding to the directions of measured transmission and reflection. This formula, and its variants, have been submitted to surprisingly few verifications . probably because of the difficulty of producing well-characterized random solid composites with controlled volume fractions.
This difficulty can be circumvented by replacing the experiments by numerical simulations. We calculate the far-field response of a system of discrete scatterers located within a slab, and from this compute the phase velocity and attenuation which we then compare to the corresponding quantities arising from the Urick-Ament formula (modified to take into account the fact that spheres are replaced by cylinders). This program is based on an integral equation formulation including all inter and intra fiber interactions for up to twenty fibers and frequencies nearly exceeding the upper limit of the Rayleigh region (more fibers at lower frequency). The mutually paralle1,identical fibers are elastic, located in an elastic host and the probe radiation is that of a shear horizontal wave. The numerical results were checked by comparison with calculations based on the cylindrical wavefunction expansion technique. The Urick-Ament formula is shown to give a good description of the response for low frequencies, small volume fractions of scatterers and small density and shear modulus contrasts between host and inclusions.
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:19921156 Let a s e t of l i n e a r , homogeneous, isotropic, e l a s t i c (LHIE) mutually p a r a l l e l , i d e n t i c a l , randomly spaced cylinders ( f i b e r s ) be contained within a LHIE s l a b (whose boundaries a r e not materialized) of a r b i t r a r y thickness and exposed t o a shear wave associated with a displacement vector u, and propagation vector k which a r e p a r a l l e l and perpendicular respectively t o the f i b e r generators (z a x i s ) . With an i m p l i c i t time f a c t o r exp(-iwt), w the angular frequency, l e t u,(x) and u(x) denote the z-component ( t h e others being zero) of the incident and t o t a l displacement f i e l d s , with x = (x,y). Assume the host material within and outside the s l a b t o be M, and t h e f i b e r material t o be M,.
The mass density and r i g i d i t y within M , ; j=1,2 a r e denoted by p, and pI respectively. The shear phase velocity and kavenumber i n M1 a r e p j = (pi /pj )'Ii and k j = w / P~ respectively. Since we a r e assuming MI and M, t o be non-lossy, pj and k a r e r e a l .
kormally speaking, it is not possible t o speak of a well-defined wavenumber i n a heterogeneous medium since and p a r e not constants with respectto the space coordinates. Put i n another way, no s i n g l e plane wave can, by i t s e l f , propagate within the heterogeneous s l a b , since i t is necessarily accompanied by scattered plane waves. Nevertheless, Urick and Ament [I] consider a s l a b f i l l e d with a s i n g l e LHIE material Me within which a s i n g l e plane wave exp(ik,x) could propagate i f the medium were of i n f i n i t e extent. and qualify t h i s configuration ( t h e e f f e c t i v e medium) a s being equivalent t o the heterogeneous medium (within a s l a b ) i n the sense t h a t both give r i s e t o "the same reflected and transmitted waves" i n response t o an incident plane wave. This idea poses c e r t a i n conceptual problems because i t is not c l e a r what i s meant by "reflected and transmitted waves" i n connection with a heterogeneous s l a b since the l a t t e r necessarily gives r i s e t o s c a t t e r i n g i n both the r e f l e c t i o n and transmission half-spaces.
There is a problem even f o r homogeneous s l a b s , when, a s is usually the case i n experiments, the l a t e r a l extent of the s l a b is f i n i t e , thereby causing s a t e l l i t e waves t o make t h e i r appearance (due t o d i f f r a c t i o n by the edges of the s l a b ) around the directions of ordinary r e f l e c t i o n and transmission ( t h e same occurs f o r heterogeneous s l a b s as well). Waterman and True11 [2] were able t o place the Urick and Ament idea on firmer theoretical ground and obtain t h e following r e s u l t (which we [3] have extended t o two-dimensional problems). The wavenumber k, i n the e f f e c t i v e medium is where N = cp/A is the number of f i b e r s per u n i t area i n the s a g i t t a l (x-y) plane.
cp the f i l l i n g f a c t o r (occupied area of the inclusions with respect t o the t o t a l area of the s l a b i n the s a g i t t a l plane), A the cross section area of the generic f i b e r , and &(0) the complex s c a t t e r i n g function of a s i n g l e i s o l a t e d f i b e r i n response t o u ,. f ( 0 ) is related t o the f a r -f i e l d scattered f i e l d of the f i b e r (composed of M, i n a host of i n f i n i t e extent f i l l e d with MI)
with 0= 0 and 0 = r the forward-and back-scattering directions respectively. I n a weak-scattering regime, which occurs f o r small cp and/or small contrast between the e l a s t i c constants of t h e host and the inclusions, the second term i n Eq.(l) i s negligible compared t o the f i r s t so t h a t
Conservation of energy indicates that:
with a , , , , u , , , , o , , , the cross-sections of extinction, scattering and absorption respectively for the isolated inclusion. From the fact that (p a real reference phase velocity) we finally obtain from Eqs. (3) and (4): Eq. (6) is true? This equation is, in fact, a quite general consequence of the inherent assumptions: a) of a medium in which the positions of the scatterers are completely uncorrelated ( i . . fully random), and b) that each inclusion responds to the incident wave as if the other inclusions were absent. These assumptions evidently have their limits, which set in for large (P and/or large elastic constants contrast. It is possible also that the frequency plays a major role. To examine these questions we resorted to numerical experiments which rely on the rigorous volume integral equation technique 151. The cylindrical inclusions, which, for convenience, have square cross sections. are located within an imaginary slab and their positions are chosen by a random number generator for each realization. The response of the configuration to u is computed with the necessary precision (necessitating an increasing number of field sampling points within each cylinder as the frequency, refractive index contrast and filling factor increase) for each realization and is repeated for a new realization from 10 to 50 times. The last step is to average (over the different realizations) the extinction coefficient of the slab. C,,.,, which is thought to be proportional to cl,. and to average the global bistatic scattering cross section 18(0)1 of the slab. The response of the effective homogeneous slab (of same dimensions as that of the heterogeneous slab) is computed in the same manner and the choice of k, is made iteratively: first we use the static mixing formula approximation of k, [3] or,,
then we do a simultaneous minimization of: a) the difference between the average extinction coefficient <C .,,> and the effective medium extinction coefficient, and b) the difference between the average forward scattering cross section < 18(0) l2 > and the effective medium forward scattering cross section. Fig. 1 exhibits the bistatic cross sections after averaging and for the optimized effective medium slab. The case treated is that in which y = h and p2=2.25p,.
The homogeneous slab accounts for the rather high level of average diffuse component by the loss factor are, the diffraction around the forward scattering direction being solely due to the finite extent of the slab. The UAhT gives exactly the same value for k, as the numerical experiment optimization technique for this rather low density of scatterers (although the frequency and refractive index contrast are not low). Fig.2 concerns the test of Eq.(6a). The material constants are the same as in Fig.1 . The UAWT. predicts <Ce,, > to be a linear function of cp, whereas the numerical experiments indicate rather a cpl. variation in the range considered. However, for very small cp, the variation is quasi linear. Thus the optimism generated by the result of Fig.1 
